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Introduction 
The SANsymphony™-V10 release introduces ground breaking capabilities making it “The Ultimate Storage Services 
Platform”.  The software can now virtualize and pool storage resources wherever they reside; across groups of 
application servers (virtual SAN), on external SANs and in the cloud.  You’ll also experience major advances in self-
tuning, performance visualization, data recovery and unified storage services (NAS/SAN combinations). The most 
significant new capabilities in this release are discussed below. 

Virtual SAN Configurations (Pooling Direct-attached Storage on hosts) 
• New configuration and licensing options make it very appealing to run SANsymphony-V10 directly on the 

applications servers to create shared pools from their direct-attached storage. 
• You can apply many of the advanced SANsymphony-V functions like caching, auto-tiering, synchronous mirroring 

and thin provisioning, to flash/SSD and rotating disks inside the servers without the need for an external SAN. 
Optional features including CDP, asynchronous replication and advanced site recovery are also available. 

Benefits 

Applications can run faster when their storage requests can be satisfied from the local SANsymphony-V cache memory 
on the same server. Cached reads don’t have to travel over a network, so the response is faster. Placing faster storage 
on the hosts, such as flash memory cards and solid state disks (SSDs), further speeds up applications when compared 
to accessing those devices over a storage area network. 

The computational, networking and storage capacity of virtual SANs naturally scale out as you  
add more application servers. 

Note: These new virtual SAN configurations can also take advantage of external SAN storage served by dedicated 
DataCore nodes on centralized storage area networks.  

Scalability Enhancements 
• The maximum number of SANsymphony-V10 nodes in a server group rises from 16 to 32. 

Benefits 

In large VMware or Microsoft clusters, you can install a copy of SANsymphony-V10 on each application server to 
accelerate application response and achieve continuous availability using DataCore’s virtual SAN solution.  

Greater scale out is also important when running SANsymphony-V10 on external SANs for very large environments. 
You can expand your infrastructure to fulfill larger I/O requirements that exceed the power and/or port connectivity 
previously possible with 16 nodes. You can grow into these larger configurations over time as the need to scale out 
arises; yet plan for them at the outset. Scaling out the configuration across more nodes enables you to better 
distribute the workloads and segment the physical storage capacity. Internode mirrors can be stretched over metro-
wide distances up to 100 kilometers (~60 miles) to improve overall availability and business continuity. Scaling out to 
more nodes also enhances the overall resiliency of the infrastructure using an N+1 redundant grid. 
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Self-Tuning Enhancements 
The new SANsymphony-V10 release achieves higher levels of self-tuning through increased automation. It also offers 
storage experts more powerful tools to do further tuning and prevent potential bottlenecks.  

For example, when the software detects an increase in workloads, it dynamically leverages more processor power by 
automatically launching additional parallel IO poller threads. You can see the effects in new performance counters 
which track Productive Polls, Unproductive Polls and Total Threads. 

Auto-tiering: Reserve Space for Additional Virtual Disks 
You can now set aside a percentage of space in your top storage tiers for new virtual disk allocations. This ensures that 
new virtual disks can be placed on the highest tier desired, even while active workloads are heavily using much of that 
real estate. The reserved space also helps expedite automatic block promotion to a higher tier when access 
frequencies dictate. 

Without the reserved space, the tiered resource could be completely consumed by active workloads, leaving no room 
for new allocations or promotions until those active workloads subside. The reserve percentage applies to any tier 
within a pool except the lowest.  

Note that SANsymphony-V tries to allocate space for virtual disks on the highest tier defined in their Storage Profile.  

Auto-tiering: write-aware option 
The frequency of write requests to a virtual disk can now be combined with the read frequency to control which blocks 
are migrated by the auto-tiering logic. Disk updates commonly involve a read prior to the write, so reads alone are 
usually a good basis for auto-tiering. But in special cases when you feel that reads alone will not adequately reflect the 
relative activity level, you can choose to factor in write accesses for individual virtual disks.  

The write-aware parameter is particularly valuable for applications that perform many first time writes, which unlike 
updates, don’t indirectly generate read activity. The parameter is configurable for specific virtual disks via their Storage 
Profile, without affecting the behavior of other virtual disks.  

 

Intelligent disk pool rebalancing 
Pool rebalancing is another self-tuning feature which improves application performance by evenly distributing blocks 
from a virtual disk across the appropriate tiered resources in the pool. The distribution depends on the storage profile 
selected. This feature effectively prevents bottlenecks that could arise if the blocks from a virtual disk were assigned to 
only one device when other devices are available to offload IOs.  
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Disk Pool Targeted (Granular) Recovery 
Should a device (e.g., a disk) in a pool fail, a SANsymphony-V wizard will guide you to recover the affected blocks from 
mirrored copies of the virtual disks on another node.  Those blocks will then be restored onto a healthy device in the 
pool, effectively taking the place of the failed equipment. 

This fast, granular background recovery does not impact the rest of the disk pool and minimizes the transmission of 
data between the mirrored nodes. Throughout the recovery process, the applications continue to have access to the 
virtual disks through the alternate path to their healthy mirrored copies. 

 

Performance Visualization Enhancements 
• Enhanced heat maps offer deeper insights into application performance through intuitive charts  
• New performance counters let you drill down into key factors affecting the speed and throughput  

of individual virtual disks. 
• Tabular listing of performance indicators across all major objects allow you to quickly identify  

any overloaded or unusually underutilized resources  

Benefits 

The performance visualization enhancements in SANsymphony-V10 help you better understand how cache, ports, 
mirrored connections, physical storage and other factors contribute to the responsiveness and throughput of 
applications. You can confirm that service levels are being met, or identify potential bottlenecks if they are not. 

Intuitive Heat Maps 
You can visualize how individual virtual disks are performing with the new heat maps. The relative percent of space 
allocated is very clearly visible as are the indicators of how frequently applications are accessing different sections of 
the virtual disk. The hottest blocks are shown on the left, and cooler blocks appear in descending order to the right. 

Counters displaying how many IOs per second and what IO latency each virtual disk is experiencing on average are 
constantly updated alongside each heat map. 

 

System Health Bandwidth Status 
The System health tab now tabulates throughput, latency and IOs per second for each server, port, virtual disk and 
physical disk in the SANsymphony-V server group. From this comprehensive listing you can spot any highly active 
components, as well as those less active.   

To help further isolate potential bottlenecks and assist with load distribution, performance counters reveal the 
maximum latency on a physical storage device and the number of pending or outstanding commands on a port.  
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Very High Performance Networking 
With SANsymphony-V10 you have two new choices in high-speed network interface cards (NICs) for use in iSCSI and 
remote asynchronous replication connections: 

• Mellanox ConnectX-3 EN Single/Dual-Port 10/40/56 Gigabit Ethernet Adapters  
• Emulex OneConnect OCe14401-NX 10/40 Gigabit Ethernet Network Adapters 

Both boards offer TCP/IP Stateless Offload. 

Note: 40 Gigabit/sec is the industry standard. 56 Gigabit/sec is only supported by Mellanox at this time.  
The Mellanox SX1012 2-Port 40/56GbE, 48-Port 10GbE Switch System also supports 56 GbE networking. 

SANsymphony-V10 also supports NIC Teaming* to enhance ISCSI and remote asynchronous replication connections 
with qualified NICs. 

*Windows Server 2012 NIC teaming, “also known as Load Balancing/Failover (LBFO), allows multiple network 
adapters to be placed into a team for the purposes of bandwidth aggregation, and/or traffic failover to 
maintain connectivity in the event of a network component failure.”  Source: Microsoft Windows Server 2012 
Download Center 

Smart Deployment Wizard 
The smart deployment wizard automates many of the steps necessary to install and configure SANsymphony-V10 in 
frequently used configurations. You only need to enter a few basic parameters like IP addresses and server-names, 
while the wizard takes care of the rest. 

Guided templates for SANsymphony-V10 deployments are included for the following scenarios under  
Windows Server 2012 with Hyper-V: 

• Fully redundant, NAS/SAN (unified storage)– provides clustered SMB/CIFS/NFS file services alongside SAN block 
services across a highly-available two node SANsymphony-V configuration.  

• Virtual SAN- pools and mirrors direct-attached storage from two servers 
• Two-node, high-availability SAN pair 
• Basic, single node SANsymphony-V installation 

16th Birthday 
This tenth generation of SANsymphony-V storage virtualization software celebrates sixteen years of research and 
development, and countless inputs from DataCore customers and partners to yield the most comprehensive storage 
services platform in the planet. Thank you for making 2014 a special year for us. 
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